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Joy  Har jo
"Remember."  

1983
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Remember the sky that you were born under, know each of the star's stories.
Remember the moon, know who she is.
Remember the sun's birth at dawn, that is the strongest point of time.
Remember sundown and the giving away to night.
Remember your birth, how your mother struggled to give you form and breath. You are evidence of 
her life, and her mother's, and hers.
Remember your father. He is your life, also.
Remember the earth whose skin you are: red earth, black earth, yellow earth, white earth brown 
earth, we are earth.
Remember the plants, trees, animal life who all have their tribes, their families, their histories, too. 
Talk to them, listen to them. They are alive poems.
Remember the wind. Remember her voice. She knows the origin of this universe.
Remember you are all people and all people are you.
Remember you are this universe and this universe is you.
Remember all is in motion, is growing, is you.
Remember language comes from this.
Remember the dance language is, that life is.
Remember.

Mental Breaks, Community Fun, 
and Favorite Charity
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Where’s your favorite place to nap?

Today, we will:

1. Reflect back on the last year.
2. Consider how we will move forward. 
3. Interrogate what centering collective well-being 

entails.
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March 2020
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“And once the storm is over, you won't 
remember how you made it through, how you 
managed to survive. You won't even be sure, 

whether the storm is really over. But one thing is 
certain. When you come out of the storm, you 

won't be the same person who walked in.”

–– Haruki Murakami, Kafka on the Shore

March 2021

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-
wall-mental-health_l_601b3c9dc5b6c0af54d09ccb
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What do you wish your phone could do?

What Makes the Brain Feel Overwhelmed?
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Our Brains Evolved to Connect 

What Prevents Connection & Integration?
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Uncertainty

Loneliness
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Loss of 
Meaning

How Do We Heal?
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“A person is a mirror to another person”

We are part of an ecology and the 
unit of assembly is not me or you or 
them but the connection between 
and among us.

هيخا تارم رملا

I n t e rd e p e n d e n t  Re l a t i o n s h i p s  w i t h  
t h e  Ea r t h  &  i t s  I n h a b i t a n t s

Heal ing Through Relationships 
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What do you wish was illegal?
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Three preconditions for every 
human being to thrive in life: 

feeling safe, experiencing
meaningful connections, and 
having support & resources.

Reduce
Uncertainty

Leverage
Communication

Safety

“You are 
More 
than a 

Number”

Reduce & 
Focus the

Information

Create
Predictable
Structure

Connect 
& Invite

Regularly Model
Empathy &
Reassure

Share 
the 

”Why” & 
the “What”
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Cultivate
Community

Identify
Meaning

Connections

Leverage 
Cultural 
Capital 

Reflect, 
Wonder, & 
Investigate
Together

Check-up
on

Each Other

Re-affirm
Goals & 
Purpose

Identify the 
“Why” in 

Relation to 
Community Celebrate 

the Journey 
of Learning 

Center 
Wellbeing 

Pause to 
Reflect

Care &
Support

Ask
“How

Are You?” 

Provide &
Normalize

Mental
Breaks

Intentionally
Engage in
Positive 
Emotions

Why
What 
You Do

Matters?
Cultivate 

Hope & Moral 
Imagination

How to 
Transform 
Oppressive 

Systems?
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“I live a hope despite my 
knowing better”

James Baldwin

How Do We Reignite Our Relationship with Hope? 
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1. Feel the discontent; allow pain to guide our 
understanding.

2. Wonder about other, better possibilities. 
3. Foster a moral imagination with specific goals.
4. Center the collective. Don’t take things 

personally.
5. Focus on the steps and the process to achieve 

small tidbits. 
6. Do and celebrate the work.

“Hope does not arise from being told to 
‘think positively,’ or from hearing an overly 

rosy forecast … Hope is the elevating feeling 
we experience when we see–in the mind’s 

eye–a path to a better future. Hope 
acknowledges the significant obstacles and 

deep pitfalls along the path.”

–The Anatomy of Hope (2005) by Jerry Groopman, MD
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1. Feel the discontent; allow pain to guide our 
understanding.

2. Wonder about other possibilities. 
3. Foster a moral imagination with specific goals.
4. Center the collective. Don’t take things personally.
5. Focus on the steps and the process to achieve small 

tidbits. 
6. Do and celebrate the work.
7. Have and be an anchor.

May s  I ma d ,  P h . D.  ⎸mi ma d @p i ma . e d u ⎸@l r n i n g s a n c t u a r y

mailto:mimad@pima.edu
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What’s the silliest thing you are pretty 
good at?

Drawings by Emil Bubala
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We are part of an ecology and the unit of 
assembly is not me or you or them but 

the connection between and among us.

We are part of an ecology and the unit of 
assembly is not me or you or them but 
the connection between and among us 

and the bonds that maintain those 
connections are love and beauty.
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For you, what is the purpose of higher education? 

• “To innovate and leave a meaningful impact on my 
community.”
• “To develop skills that can be useful in helping my community; 

to give back.”
• “To stand on my own and help my community.”
• “To help myself become a better person so I can help others.”
• “To become a better human being.” 

Mays Imad Research with PCC Students, in preparation

Remembrance So, remind
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Remind your students to seek 
beauty and to …

“Let the beauty of what [they] 
love be what [they] do.”
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“We normally think of the heart pumping 
blood while the brain takes care of 
perception. [T]he heart & the brain 

collaborate to better understand the 
world. When the brain is uncertain, the 
heart helps out by quietening down.”

How might we enact a 
pedagogy of the heart and 
encourage the heart and 
the brain to connect?


